!
For 9 years the life Acelina has been dedicated to fashion. Once becoming “Miss
Presentation” of the Astana city, Acelina has been dreaming of a career in this industry. Being in
Almaty, she made her dream come true - she became a model. A trip to Monte-Carlo in 2003 for
an International modeling contest can be considered the peak. A Kazakh native Acelina
Kuchukova was among the 5 best models, and for months you could see her from so many
different angles on the Fashion TV channel.!
!
Despite the fact that she could sign a contract and stay in Monte-Carlo, work all over
Europe, she knew she had to finish her education in finance and business administration back
home. At that moment she did not let herself follow the inner flow and left. As of today Acelina
holds a bachelors degree in business administration, specializing in finance. Her diploma is
according to the international standards. Acelina is now continuing her Masters program, writing
a decertation. !
!
“What I want the most from life is warmth and kind human relationships… I fully
understand all the difficulties that will occur - in Europe there are many more models and they
find it much easier to work in world they were born. Yet I will try.”, - confesses Acelina.!
!
Today, after all the amazing successes she is not forgetting Astana, where she was
starting her successful entrance into fashion.!
!
She - one of the brightest stars of Astana - her face can be seen in magazines and huge
billboards. Miss presentation of the capital carries her name with love, and the capital responds
with mutual feelings.!
!
Acelina is lucky. What can prove this better that the victories mentioned before? With all
her confidence she is very pigeon-hearted and superstitious. But she believes that the higher
powers ar egging to protect her from any dangers - she is protected by them…!
!
Acelina is charming. She smiles in a very cute way. Her calmness never seems to be
excessive. You want to share with her the most precious things and humbly invite her to dinner.
She seems very simple, but something in the way she looks does not let you relax. She is well
spoken and can not see herself without a wide circle of acquaintances and friends.!
!
Acelina is organized and always busy. She is also very responsible. She does not
tolerate irresponsibility and does not let herself be that way. Business administration and
financing - real proof of a mathematical type brain, tendency towards calculations and cold
disapproval of irresponsibility. !
!
Acelina is very tender. Once, on a regular day, she was gifted a hundred and fifty
incredible roses and she was touched to the bottom of her heart. She values kind heartedness
and attention to details. Having these qualities it is very easy to find a key to her heart.!
!
What are the dreams of a model, a beauty and just a good young woman? Nothing is
extraordinary in her dreams she wants to be a well rounded person - a good wife and mother
and successful in her career.!
!
Above all she values good relationships with people, well-being of those close to her
and a harmony inside her soul.!

!
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